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Accumulators
Monitoring systems for
hydraulic accumulators

The relationship between pre-charge pressure

What is accumulator pre-charge pressure (p0)?
z Fluids are practically incompressible
z Hydraulic accumulators utilise the compressibility of gas to store energy and then supply
energy back to the system
z To do this, the accumulator is charged with a pre-charge pressure (p0) on the gas side and
a separation element is used to seal the fluid port

(p0) and accumulator function

We can also apply this to hydraulic accumulators:
The table below lists the consequences of an incorrect pre-charge pressure (p0) in different applications.

Industry

Accumulator
function

Effect

Machine tools

Accumulator charging function

Reduced performance
loss in productivity

Mobile machines

Emergency functions
(brakes, steering etc. )

Impaired safety function

Presses, test benches

Performance support

Increased energy consumption

Mills, mobile machines

Suspension

Component fatigue, reduced comfort

€

An example taken from production technology

Why is the correct pre-charge pressure (p0) important?
System functioning / performance
The correct pre-charge pressure ensures that the accumulator displacement volume is within
the working pressure range.
Machine output is maintained
SYSTEM AVAILABILITY
The correct pre-charge pressure also prevents a permanent malfunction from causing damage
to the separation element.
Service life is optimised

What happens when the pre-charge pressure (p0)
is incorrect?
Everyday example

System pressure
p2 = 150 bar, p1 = 100 bar
Accumulator
V = 2.8 L
Cylinder
4x ΔV = 120 ml/stroke
Pump
Q = 5 l/min

Incorrect pre-charge pressure (p0)
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z The pump's switch-on frequency increases by 25 %
energy consumption increases
z Wear/component fatigue
increased maintenance requirement
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If the tyre pressure in car tyres is too low, this can increase
fuel consumption and increase the wear on tyre treads.
In the long term, this can destroy the tyres.

The pump charges the accumulator and
compensates for any internal leakage in the
machine tool's clamping cylinders:
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HYDAC Technology
We make our accumulators smart

HYDAC Technology
We make our accumulators smart

SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

p0-Guard – EDS 3400

Industrie 4.0

p0-MONITORING

The EDS 3400 enables the accumulator pre-charge pressure (p0) to be monitored and the
accumulator charging function to be controlled. The accumulator's pre-charge pressure is
monitored on the fluid side during each shutdown process (when the fluid side of the
accumulator is discharged).
z Easy to install into the hydraulic system
z System monitoring with one guard device
z Signal output when the pre-charge pressure (p0) is too low
z Integrated accumulator charging function
z Predictive maintenance

Online measurement

IIoT

Piston position switches detect the position of a piston inside the piston accumulator
through the wall of the cylindrical jacket. The piston position switch can be retrofitted
with a clamp without requiring any further modification to the piston accumulator.
The measurement principle is based on the ultrasonic pulse echo method.

Bladder Integrity System – BIS

PROCESS RELIABILITY

Piston position monitoring – magnetic flap indication
With magnetic flap indication, the position of a piston is displayed with red/white
flaps which are visible externally. Additional components can also be added (e.g.
components which control system parts, transducers, switches).
z Continuous measurement on the gas side
z Visual indicator

PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE

Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000769200

Piston position monitoring – Laser

Piston position monitoring – cable tension measurement system

The laser linear position measurement system visually monitors the piston position and is
mounted on the gas side. Its functional principle is based on elapsed time measurement.
This involves the laser beam reaching the piston, being reflected and then being
detected by the sensor. The position of the piston in the piston accumulator is calculated
on the basis of the time the laser beam takes to complete its journey.

Cloud

LASER

z Compact design and non-contact measuring system
z Continuous measurement signal across the entire piston stroke
z Exchange and calibration is possible in an operational state. No nitrogen discharging
is required
Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000810664

z Signal output suitable for remote monitoring is possible
z Visual indicator

Digitalisation

Piston position monitoring – HLT
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Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000641374

The electrical limit switch usually monitors the max. charged condition of the piston
accumulator. It can, however, also permit control functions of the attached hydraulics to
be carried out over a certain stroke length.

https://accumulator-dokumentation.hydac.com/

INCREASED EFFICIENCY
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Online documentation

MAGNETOSTRICTION

z Different versions
z Switches are available as N/C contacts, N/O contacts and latching contacts.
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Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000810655

REMOTE MONITORING

Piston position monitoring – limit switch
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The HLT is a linear, magnetostrictive position measurement system. Its functional
principle is based on elapsed time measurement of current and torsion impulses which
are exchanged inductively without contact between the measuring point (= piston position)
and the electronics.
z Continuous measurement signal across the entire piston stroke
z Compact design
z Central installation (on oil or gas side)
z Ability to connect to all standard measurement systems and control systems
(e.g. PLC controllers)
z Also available as a redundant system (SIL2/PLD2)

Using the cable tension measurement system, the position of the piston can be
determined by means of a cable which is fixed to the piston base. The signal is
supplied through the end cap via a pressure-tight cable gland. Alternatively, various
digital display units and transmitters can be connected.
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Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000769094
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Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000799884

Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000769179

ULTRASONIC

STATE OF CHARGE (SOC)

The BIS operates on the gas side of the bladder accumulator. It detects when fluid has
entered the bladder and triggers a signal. This makes it possible to detect bladder
breakage. Temperature and pressure can also be recorded via electronics (current loop/
HART).

z Easy retrofitting onto piston accumulators
z Available in a standard model and a model suitable for highly viscous fluids

PERFORMANCE

Detailed product information on request. No.: 10000769597

z Early detection of a defective bladder minimises downtimes
z Increased process reliability due to continuous p0 monitoring at the accumulator
z Accumulator bladder changes can be planned in advance
z Optimised monitoring of the entire system through signal processing and error analysis

Piston position monitoring – UP switch
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